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to thenp@googlegroups.com

[We ask that you not distribute this email without the permission of the author]

Dear friends,
As we turn toward the business of General Assembly and, hopefully, out of the business of surviving 
a pandemic, I wanted to reset our map of things a bit.

First, it will be wise to keep you schedule clear in September as I do believe there's a strong chance 
we'll be moving the Assembly back a few months this year. We should know within a month what the 
Admin Committee has decided, but given the state of things nationally I am pessimistic that we will 
be able to hold GA in June as scheduled. The alternate timeline seems to be September. Just a 
heads up for your long-range planning.

Second, since this is technically the 2020 GA postponed a year, the slate of nominations and 
committee memberships is carried forward an additional year. Here's how the postponed assembly 
affects things for 2021, via advice from our former Stated Clerk, Roy Taylor:

1. All current members of General Assembly level Committees, Agency Boards, Special 
Committees, and the Standing Judicial Commission will have their terms continue until the 
next General Assembly. The parliamentary principle we are following is that leaders remain 
in office until the end of the Assembly that elects their successors. This practically means 
that all General Assembly terms are extended by one year. Those who were in the class of 
2020 are now in the class of 2021 (still serving until the end of the 2021 General Assembly). 

2. So that there would not be a disruption of the normal class structure of General Assembly 
committees and boards, the orderly consequence of extending the term of those initially 
scheduled for 2020 election is that those in subsequent General Assembly classes will also 
have their terms extended for one year (e.g. those who were in the class of 2023 are now in 
the class of 2024, and so on).

There will     not     be any new nominations taken for     General Assembly positions from your 
presbytery this year. The slate put forth by the Nominating Committee from their March 2020 
meeting for the postponed General Assembly is still the current slate to be considered for the 
upcoming General Assembly.  If vacancies arise from that current slate, the Nominating Committee 
will fill them with those men already nominated by their presbytery.  If other vacancies arise from 
resignation or death, they will be handled by floor nomination at General Assembly, as would occur 
in our regular General Assembly processes.



Previous presbytery representatives on the     Nominating Committee     (NC) and     Review of 
Presbytery Records     Committee (RPR) will continue in service – their class years have also been 
extended by one year.  If your presbytery’s representative was to roll off in 2020, he will now roll off 
in 2021.  Your presbytery does not need to send in new appointments to these committees this year 
unless your current member has moved from your presbytery or no longer wishes to serve. 
 
For     Committees of Commissioners   – You need take no further action.  If you wish to have the 
men you previously appointed for the postponed General Assembly represent your presbytery, then 
there is no further action for you to take. 

Here's what this means for us as we engage in the assembly work this year:
1. Following the confirmation of the GA meeting dates, you should double-check with your 

presbytery to ensure that your representative to the Overtures Committee wishes to continue
that appointment. If not, perhaps you or someone else with a healthy view of the 
denomination's mission could take that spot. Just like past years, this Assembly requires the 
work of all of us ensuring that the healthiest vision of the PCA is reflected by her committees.

2. Once you confirm your presbytery's representative to the OC, would you update our list 
here?

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1QdghA3NVIPM1enWWAo2tPlyu0QpssbmwwdhCy
SBoEf8/edit?usp=sharing

Finally I want to reflect on where we are, and where we’re going.
You all know I've never wanted the NP to see itself in opposition to the GRN, as one political party 
against another. The formula for a two-party system's fruitlessness is something we all experience in
the world of national politics. There's a reason for this: not only does this two-party framework 
encourage conflict (you must constantly respond to the actions and rhetoric of the other) but it also 
constrains creativity and generosity; if the NP sees itself as an opponent of the GRN then it will 
waste necessary kingdom energy addressing ideas it does not advocate, instead of moving toward a
greater vision of the Kingdom and marshaling its energies to realize that vision.

At the same time, I am concerned not by the GRN but by the effectiveness of the cultural wedge 
issues they continue to utilize as calls to action and times to stand. The past four years the assembly
has been embroiled by rhetoric. We hastily, in my opinion, affirmed the Nashville Statement even as 
a far better expression of our orthodoxy was within our grasp. We have normalized an annual 
exercise of distrust; sending pugnacious overtures to the OC, punching for the express purpose of 
making the "unorthodox" howl. Riding the wave of culture-war, fear has created a strong voting block
that has not only stilted our voice as an Assembly but helped to repopulate some of our committees, 
like the SJC, with less healthy expressions of our denominational body. While many have been 
focused on how to make our denominational home more hospitable to a Biblically-Orthodox and 
beautiful Church that welcomes every tribe, others have barred the door. I'm not sure we realize how
effectively they've done so.

Maybe you have already read Greg Thompson's letter concurring with his presbytery's action to 
divest him without censure, but his explanation of why he does not think it would be fruitful to 
continue in the PCA is instructive to us. Of course it arises out of a distinct situation, and without 
commentary on the rest of his letter and his commendable work, I'll quote him here: "while there are 
many, many wonderful individual men and women laboring in our denomination (and you are surely 
among them), the culture of our denomination—a culture that is at once instinctively suspicious, 
chronically self-righteous, and promiscuously litigious—nurtures an ecclesial climate in which our 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1QdghA3NVIPM1enWWAo2tPlyu0QpssbmwwdhCySBoEf8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1QdghA3NVIPM1enWWAo2tPlyu0QpssbmwwdhCySBoEf8/edit?usp=sharing


chief concern can never truly be the needs of the most vulnerable members of our society, but must 
always be the anxieties of the most vocal members of our denomination." [emphasis mine]

The last four years the GRN has worked, in my opinion, to amplify the volume not of the most 
vulnerable in our society but the most vocal anxieties in our denomination. Our work, not in 
opposition, but in contrast, is important. This is not the most important GA of our lifetime, because 
they're all important - we leave the crisis management to God, but this next assembly has the 
potential to be particularly fruitful if we heed warnings like Greg's and pursue a beautiful orthodoxy 
together.

The PCA continues to grow in a time of church recession. The PCA is where the head of the NAE 
(Walter Kim), the president of the Gospel Coalition (Julius Kim), and the Global Executive Director at
Lausanne (Michael Oh) have their membership. The denomination where we are working to promote
equity for minority ministry candidates, where we continue to create the kind of enthusiasm for the 
great commission that we send out scores of church planters, campus ministers and leaders, foreign
missionaries into the field. There are great things, precious things, we ought to treasure about what 
we've helped to create. If we're going to redirect our concern as pastors and elders toward those 
who are longing for the Kingdom of God instead of the most entrenched critics of our collective work,
Greg Thompson is right -- we will need to aim higher than fighting. We will need to tend to some 
basic fields of faithfulness to the work of the PCA. I'm optimistic because I believe all of these are 
within our reach:

1. We will have to forge relationships with other pastors and elders in the denomination beyond 
the boundaries of the NP. While I'm not actively recruiting more people into the NP, I do think 
it is possible for the NP to grow in its good influence across the denomination. An example of
this kind of initiative is David Richter and Walt Nilsson's efforts to forge broader connections 
in the PCA among the various tribes. They're ensuring that a broad coalition of health in the 
PCA will have the ability to act in concert. Not just for crucial votes but to inform our practices
as gospel witnesses in the world and to build the kind of common cause (call it 
connectionalism if you like) that will help us to pursue good initiatives together rather than as 
confederate presbyteries.

2. We have to more energetically gather our like-minded friends around the work we do. Do you
have a group of people who may not be connected to the NP but are connected to you? 
There's no reason you shouldn't share your thoughts with them. I don't mind if you reproduce
the work we do here. And I certainly don't mind if your ten non-NP PCA friends at GA want to
work with you to vote in unity on the floor. There's no reason why all of us shouldn't have a 
group of friends we're resourcing during the work of the assembly. Reproducing the NP 
model of honest collaboration among friends at presbytery and the GA is a wise way to look 
out for your fellow pastors and elders who do not have a group like ours. So put together 
your group now and plan ahead for June/September. I'm encouraged that when we arrive at 
the GA we will have a more unified and informed group of voters on the floor, a group that 
knows it not only has a common interest in the various votes but a common cause.

3. Devote a small portion of each week to denominational work. I'll share my own personal 
practice here, bear with me. My Wednesday afternoons are for non-local church ministry. 
That includes NP issues and the Beautiful Orthodoxy conference and a global church 
planting collaborative, but more broadly it involves studying denominational health. Some 



weeks I run out of time, that's okay. Others I have the space to read overtures and study 
committee reports; I can read ByFaith and pray for the PCA, or participate in calls with 
denominational leaders. I try to create space for this work not because I want to fight but 
because I believe that God has given the PCA a unique opportunity to leverage its unique 
giftedness for the sake of a time where it is desperately needed. And I don't want to look 
back at the end of my career and feel that I did not make use of the moments the Lord gave 
me to bear greater kingdom fruit. Our work in this denomination is one of those opportunities.
While the vast majority of our heart and tears and hours in the week are dedicated to the 
work of our local church - and it truly delights us - I don't think it's wrong to delight in this 
work, too. I make no apologies for it. When I sit and listen to the stories of the gospel at the 
Beautiful Orthodoxy conference or The Fellowship's yearly gathering, or read about what's 
happening in a corner of our denomination I never knew existed, I thank God that he gives 
me an opportunity to help increase its righteous reach into the world.

One writer talks about her shock when she realized it was her generation's time to live, that the world
was in their care. But it also meant that it was their opportunity to create the beauty, the craft, the 
artistry and agony of what it means to be human in that place and in that time. I'm 41. Many of you 
are in my age-range. This, frankly, is our generation's time to live as leaders and laborers. What our 
little corner of the church accomplishes, our local church and the broader church to which we belong
by God's own hand, is ours to cultivate or ours to curse. I made a deal eight years ago that I would 
never whine about my denomination, because I believed I had the opportunity to help lead it. That's 
what we've done together. It's not time to fight or time to stand or time to sound the alarm; it's just 
time to lead. I want you to know where I stand, and how optimistic I am that the future will be a sight 
to see. Whenever the Assembly happens this year, I look forward to seeing you there and pulling on 
the same rope.  

A statement about the PCA worth having
12 views

james
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to thenp@googlegroups.com

Dear Partnership friends,

With the continued public concerns raised about the PCA from news-blogs, upcoming conferences, 
etc., I wanted to give a view of the PCA that might speak broadly of a denomination we can 
enthusiastically support and build together, including all but the most strident contrary voices. This is 
my first attempt at vocalizing that denomination, and I’ve just posted it. Thankful as always for those 



of you who have participated in the work of the PCA. I look forward to the assembly this June and 
seeing many of you in person!

https://morsekarl.com/writing/the-pca-worth-having
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to NP

{The contents of this email may not be shared without the sender’s permission}

I. News

II. Overture Prep

III. Calendar

News

Dear friends,

Many of you have heard about the letter drafted by Mike Khandjian and several other contributors. I 
was not one of the principal authors, but I am grateful to see it out in the world. I’d commend it to you
as one way that we can help guide a healthier denomination. Like you, I’ve encountered a lot of 
exhaustion and raw nerves from the last 15 months of pandemic life piled upon a particularly divisive
cultural moment. My view is that much of the anxiety we’re seeing has no small part to do with the 
fact that we have very little margin for charity. Someone has to lead the way in re-asserting our 
values and extending charity. This letter moves in that direction. I would encourage you to consider 
signing it, as I have, and to share it with your elders/pastors as well. There are some names on that 
list who have been real inspirations for me and you, I’m sure. I’d be proud to see our signatures on it,
too. 

https://morsekarl.com/writing/the-pca-worth-having


One of the guys from our group has shared his particular rationale for signing, and encouraging 
others to sign.

1.) It's a plea for charity in our discourse

2.) It presents a different narrative about the state of the PCA than some others have offered. There 
are whole conferences promoting the idea that the PCA is about to go over a cliff, and we just don't 
think that's true at all.

3.) It supports a GFS course for the future of the PCA, as it has served us well so far.

I’d say that about covers it. 

One note: I’m sure that some of you may have very good reasons for not signing this letter. As you 
know, the NP has always tried to achieve unity rather than uniformity. I want you to know that there is
no lack of respect or grace for those of you who for one reason or another feel you cannot sign it. 
Glad to be doing the work together. Here’s the link to the letter:

https://www.afaithfulpca.net

**If you haven’t already signed up for the Fellowship Dinner (Not an NP event but lots of you guys 
will be there), here’s the signup: https://chapelgate.ccbchurch.com/goto/forms/873/responses/new?
fbclid=IwAR281HinEvc215eczDhU6IG6tCxUz4vZfzkT1kS8sZ0_iKrVA4GMFNBTtes

Among others, like Scott Sauls and our new CTS President Tom Gibbs, I’ll get a chance to promote 
the 2022 Beautiful Orthodoxy conference in February (we’ll open registration for the first time at GA).
The Fellowship Dinner is a blast every year and a needed encouragement in a work-heavy week. 
Hope you’ll be there.

Overture Prep

Beginning Wednesday, I’ll send out some preliminary thoughts on the overtures before the assembly
this year. We’ll have a chance to discuss via email with the group as in years past. That’ll give us ten
days of prep to discuss any issues and resource one another. My overall view is that while this is a 
record-breaking year for assembly attendance, the Overtures Committee will be as evenly divided as
in years past. I’ll share a post-OC updated recommendation as well.

Calendar

https://chapelgate.ccbchurch.com/goto/forms/873/responses/new?fbclid=IwAR281HinEvc215eczDhU6IG6tCxUz4vZfzkT1kS8sZ0_iKrVA4GMFNBTtes
https://chapelgate.ccbchurch.com/goto/forms/873/responses/new?fbclid=IwAR281HinEvc215eczDhU6IG6tCxUz4vZfzkT1kS8sZ0_iKrVA4GMFNBTtes
https://www.afaithfulpca.net/


6.16: Overtures Prep

6.23: Assembly Overview [where you should be and when, important committee actions, votes, 
etc.]

6.28: Nominations Discussion

Looking forward to laboring with all of you this year. I so appreciate your wisdom and guidance 
through the process. More next Wednesday.

JK
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to NP

Dear friends,

I wanted to provide an overview of the General Assembly including key meetings, reports, voting 
times, etc. Some of this will be subject to change as the assembly begins. 

A quick note: If you’re going to be at the Assembly, you really ought to be sure to be present and 
voting when necessary. If by some chance you need to schedule something during the business of 
the Assembly, do not miss any of the items in red. These are when critical votes and committee 
reports happen. Plan accordingly! Every year I hear from commissioners who miss out by not 
carefully planning their trips to the coffee station. As we’ve always said in the NP, this is a work trip 
and we should be ready to do the work of churchmen. Looking forward to seeing many of you next 
week! Next update should happen early in the week of the Assembly, updated overtures advice.



CALENDAR

Monday (6/28)

10a: Overtures briefing and meeting (Rooms 101/102)

11a: CoC briefing (Rm 103)

1p: CoC meetings

Tuesday (6/29)

6.30p: Opening Worship Service

8.10p: Assembly reconvenes (MODERATOR ELECTION)

Wednesday (6/30)

11a: Review of Presbytery Records Report. (The issue of allowing pastors to teach their 
exceptions to the standards will come to the floor here)

1.45p: Scheduled report of the Ad Interim Committee on Human Sexuality

3p: Scheduled report of the Ad Interim Committee on Domestic Violence

5p: Worship service

7p: The Fellowship Gathering at Covenant College (Mike Khandjian’s Fellowship group has a yearly 
dinner open to all)

Thursday (7/1)

11a: ORDER OF THE DAY (which means the report must happen at the appointed time): 
Nominating Committee Report, Election of Stated Clerk.

1.30p: ORDER OF THE DAY, SJC report.

3.00p: Scheduled Overtures Committee Report

5.30p: Dinner

7.30p: Worship service

9.10p: Assembly reconvenes for business (Overtures Report)

Midnight: Adjournment of the 48th General Assembly (scheduled)

GA Seminars of particular interest:

Seeking Unity in the PCA: a Conversation on Subscription With David Strain and David Cassidy



Tuesday June 29 - 3:35-4:20pm in room 274

The PCA is a Good-Faith Subscription denomination that sometimes experiences difficulty with how 
we apply that conviction in ways that avoid conflict between various Presbyteries and Elders. The 
historical debate between Good-Faith Subscription and Strict Subscription still influences many 
people and practices, and occasionally resurfaces with some degree of intensity, as it has again 
recently. In this gathering, two Pastors who love the PCA and our Confessional Standards engage in 
a conversation about where differences exist on this important issue and look to model how we can 
walk together in both fidelity to our Standards and unity of heart and purpose. Please join David 
Strain, Pastor of First Presbyterian Church in Jackson, Mississippi and David Cassidy, Pastor of 
Spanish River Church in Boca Raton, Florida for their conversation, hosted by their mutual friend 
Nate Shurden, Pastor of Cornerstone Church in Franklin, Tennessee.

Above reproach, self-controlled, and holy, or the moral and spiritual qualifications for ordinands: 
Exegetical and ethical notes. 

Wednesday June 30, 8.00am

Dan Doriani 

The Future Glory of the Church: The PCA We Envision for Christ’s Purposes.

Wednesday June 30, 9.15am

Dr. Bryan Chapell will moderate the six-member panel of teaching elders coming from a range of 
callings from the pastorate to college presidency, from work in distinctly PCA settings to ecumenical 
settings: Michael Allen, academic dean at Reformed Theological Seminary Orlando; Chuck Garriott, 
executive director of Ministry to State; Brian Habig, pastor of Downtown Presbyterian Church in 
Greenville, South Carolina; Julius Kim, associate pastor of New Life Presbyterian Church and 
president  of The Gospel Coalition; Philip Ryken, president of Wheaton College; and Thurman 
Williams, urban church planter and member of the Mission to North America permanent committee.

Tim LeCroy's essay today re: homosexuality in the PCA
4 views
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to NP

Thought this was very well done, FYI:

https://pastortimlecroy.com/2021/06/23/misconceptions-about-homosexuality-in-the-pca/?
fbclid=IwAR0jpUA-8uMw5GSc4bEwVIuMOZuM1-qlnU_fGvuJvSmZf5w-WhvssCUbJOc

Correction.
6 views
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to NP

Of course the Wednesday night gathering, Mike Khandjian’s Fellowship Dinner group, is happening 
at Covenant SEMINARY. Not 454 miles away at Covenant COLLEGE.

sseaton

<sseaton@emmanuelarlington.org>

unread,

https://pastortimlecroy.com/2021/06/23/misconceptions-about-homosexuality-in-the-pca/?fbclid=IwAR0jpUA-8uMw5GSc4bEwVIuMOZuM1-qlnU_fGvuJvSmZf5w-WhvssCUbJOc
https://pastortimlecroy.com/2021/06/23/misconceptions-about-homosexuality-in-the-pca/?fbclid=IwAR0jpUA-8uMw5GSc4bEwVIuMOZuM1-qlnU_fGvuJvSmZf5w-WhvssCUbJOc


Jun 23, 2021, 6:28:03 PM






to james, NP

Thanks for the correction. You saved me a ton of money on gas.

Scott Seaton

NP Discussion re: Overtures
42 views
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to NP

{The content of this email is not to be shared without the consent of its author}

Dear friends,

Attached is the initial advice concerning overtures to the 48th GA.

Before you review it, a couple of notes:

1. The NP is not a voting bloc, we do not require you to vote one particular way, though we are 
united in purpose as a result of being in this thing together: we want a healthy denomination and we 



have a view as to how that looks. Feel free to offer your contrary advice. In fact, our thinking often 
benefits from the brilliant dissent, the minority opinion we haven’t considered. If you have it, bring it.

2. The advice contains a column with Dr. David Coffin’s advice. He is not giving that advice as a 
member of the NP, of course, but he distributes his opinion widely and because I find him to be 
regularly helpful (though we disagree on some points), I thought it would be helpful to include his 
thoughts. 

3. This is only initial advice, the first of around three versions. The next version will be distributed to 
NP representatives to the Overtures committee and will reflect any suggested changes coming from 
this list. A third copy will reflect the actions of the OC and will aid you as a resource when the 
overtures come to the assembly floor. So don’t fret if something seems half-baked. We’re just 
beginning. 





























































Cal Boroughs
<sepccal@comcast.net>

Jun 17, 2021, 9:54:59 AM






to james, NP

James, et al.

 

Re: O. 40. I read David's response and wondered what kind of overture he would support. As he
said, it is an extraordinarily well prepared overture. It comes from the Study Committee on 
Abuse. If the objection is to the "might include procedures such as written testimony...." then a 
motion to delete the written testimony part could be made. But as one who worked on this with 



the abuse study committee, I don't know what else we can propose. This is what the abuse 
study committee wants and sees as necessary.

 

I am open to any suggestions.

 

As for O. 41, this also comes from the abuse study committee. Here is an example of the 
concern driving this overture: Suppose a congregation has a member who is married to an non-
believer. The non-believing spouse is abused in the marriage. The present 35-1 would open the 
door to the non-believing spouse being prohibited from being a witness. We are seeking a 
simple remedy by this overture.

 

Cal Boroughs



larry.c.hoop
<larry.c.hoop@gmail.com>

Jun 17, 2021, 2:57:59 PM






to james, NP

James and all,

Re: overture 17 - the AC is offering an amended form of 
this proposal that I beleive does a better job of clarifying 
this matter. While the proposed language does simplify the
provision, it does not, IMO, remove one of the most 
objectionable provisions - it has Ad-interim Committees 
funded out of undesignated AC funds, which is contrary to 



our actual practice and if actually followed, would create 
an unfunded mandate. I am particularly concerned about 
this as one of my jobs is to raise money for the AC  � � . 
Seriously, funding the AC is tough enough without adding 
unfunded mandates.

Larry

hjin29
<hjin29@gmail.com>

Jun 22, 2021, 1:46:27 PM






to larry.c.hoop, james, NP

As the principal author of Overture 48, I wanted to give some insight into our presbytery's rationale 
for writing it.

1) It was written in response to Anti-Asian Racism, especially to the exponential increase in racist 
incidents and hate crimes over the past 1 1/2 years. We felt that the PCA has not addressed this 
reality adequately. This silence and perceived indifference has not fallen on deaf ears among Asian-
Americans in the PCA. 

2) We collaborated with the authors of the Metro Atlanta Overture, #45. Both our presbyteries 
wanted to address anti-asian racism but from distinct perspectives that reflected our presbytery's 
cultural differences: MAT's majority white culture and KCP's Korean-American culture. In the process
of collaborating, we saw this overture as an extension or application of the Racial 
Reconciliation Study Committee Report.  



3) I disagree with Coffin's assessment that "In everything that the overture legitimately seeks from a 
church court, the PCA is already, boldly, plainly, and Constitutionally committed to." I think every 
Asian-American commissioner could tell stories about micro and macro aggressions they've 
experienced at GA. Personally, I've been to 7 GA's and have experienced something 
offensive/hurtful/cringe-worthy every year that makes me feel like a perpetual outsider in the PCA. 
Additionally, the rhetoric that some PCA folks were expressing after the Atlanta shootings and in 
response to increased anti-asian racism (use of the phrase Kung Flu, down playing the role of race 
in the ATL shootings, whitesplaining Asian-American pain and trauma) shows that more anti-racism 
work needs to be done in the PCA, specifically as it applies to anti-Asian racism, which often times 
looks very different than anti-black racism.

Many Asian-Americans in the PCA would love for us to pass one of these overtures (45, 46, aor 48). 
However, we also know that it's an uphill climb for many reasons, legitimate and also not. 
Procedurally, is there a way to amend the overture and/or combine it with overtures 45/46 to make it 
more passable without neutering it?

Hansoo Jin

Pastor

brad
<brad@gracewoodlands.org>

Jun 22, 2021, 2:05:28 PM






to hjin29, larry.c.hoop, james, NP

Thanks for writing this out. Very helpful and so disappointing/shameful you had to experience that. 

Peace,

Brad Wright



dennis
<dennis@kingscrosscypress.org>

Jun 22, 2021, 2:07:43 PM






to larry.c.hoop, hjin29, james, NP

Hansoo,

First, this makes me sad and angry to read of your experiences at GA. It also makes me pause and 
wonder have I been complicit or actually committed this offense to you or others. 

Second, thank you for giving some background to this. I truly hope guys on the OC will be able to 
champion this and maybe get it into one cogent form from the different overtures to bring to the 
assembly. 

Praying. 

Dennis

pastor.tim.lecroy
<pastor.tim.lecroy@gmail.com>

Jun 22, 2021, 2:13:33 PM






to brad, hjin29, larry.c.hoop, james, NP

Hansoo,

Thanks so much for writing out that explanation. We all mourn as we learn more about the uptick in 
anti-Asian racism in our country.



To your question, individual overtures may be amended in the Overtures Committee. But the 
resulting amended overture must pass the test of germaneness. In other words, you can't change it 
to a completely different overture. Once one overture passes, the Assembly can answer the other 
one in reference to the first one.

I'm not sure exactly what we can do to the overture to give it a better chance at passing. Maybe we 
could put together a small working group of folks to hone this?

If you recall, the first time an overture of repentance for our failures during the Civil Rights era was 
attempted it did not pass. But the fact that we were able to bring it to the floor for discussion allowed 
many to speak to the issue and resulted in Jim Baird's moving speech. It was not until the next year, 
after the overture was perfected, that it passed with a 90% vote.

--

Rev. Dr. Timothy R. LeCroy

kevinjtwit
<kevinjtwit@gmail.com>

Jun 22, 2021, 2:51:55 PM






to pastor.tim.lecroy, brad, hjin29, larry.c.hoop, james, NP

Main problem with overture as written is that it kind of calls for a study committee instead of just 
making a declaration and calling for a season for prayer for example. I’m not on overtures but I like 
the idea of a group trying to perfect it while staying germane and am happy to help if I can. 

Sent from my iPhone



sseaton
<sseaton@emmanuelarlington.org>

Jun 22, 2021, 3:02:33 PM






to kevinjtwit, pastor.tim.lecroy, brad, hjin29, larry.c.hoop, james, NP

How timely: our staff had lunch together today, where we ran into Owen Lee and their staff. We were
talking about the overture, and I asked him about the study committee aspect. He said the intent was
really more to make a declaration rather than form a study committee, and so they hope to change 
the language in Overtures (which Owen is on). 

grace, 
Scott Seaton

rwootton2010
<rwootton2010@gmail.com>

Jun 22, 2021, 3:40:32 PM






to hjin29, james, NP, larry.c.hoop

 Brother,  

My first interaction with you the evening Alex was elected moderator was cringe worthy. I was exited 
about his election and didn’t know how to express that well. I wanted you to know that I was married 
to a Korean American and the whole thing was awkward. Will you forgive me to adding to your 
difficult and painful experiences at GA?

This past year in particular and our whole marriage experiencing with Robin racial slurs, micro 
aggressions, and well meaning Christians ignorance, much of it willful, and obliviousness to Asian 
racism has made it clear that these overtures are necessary. Robin was so encouraged, even to 



tears, when she read to overtures, I was as well. I’ve already planned to speak to these on the floor 
and look forward to hearing more from you all on how to do this well. 

Rob

servenator
<servenator@gmail.com>

Jun 22, 2021, 3:47:55 PM






to rwootton2010, hjin29, james, NP, larry.c.hoop

My experience is that I was in the PCA for 15 years before I think I had meaningful interactions with 
my PCA brothers and sisters. Perhaps I have forgotten, but I cannot remember. 

When I started the HUE project, I very much expanded my world - praise the Lord, but also the flip 
side is WTF was I doing all this time. 

We had a HUE author fb group and that helped me so much. When we met in Mobile, I was able to 
hang out with Alex who had become a friend (not in person but online), and he introduced me to a 
whole swath of new friends. That was so awesome. 

And it's expanded. And I have so many blind spots still. And I want things like to get passed and 
talked about. I don't think we can do enough of them. 

And I'm so sorry for my contribution. And I am so thankful for you. 

geoff.ziegler
<geoff.ziegler@gmail.com>

Jun 22, 2021, 9:05:54 PM









to sseaton, kevinjtwit, pastor.tim.lecroy, brad, hjin29, larry.c.hoop, james, NP

What do we think might be a way to perfect this? If the concern is with the third resolution in the 
Metro Atlanta Overture for implicitly forming a study committee, would it make sense to amend by 
removing that specific resolution and perhaps instead adding a resolution that incorporates some of 
the language from the Korean Capital Presbytery Overture? Perhaps something like: 

"Be it further resolved that that the 48th General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in America 
strongly repudiates the sin of anti-Asian racism in all of its forms, including racist jokes, the sexual 
objectification of women, the use of rhetoric discriminatory against Asians, and all other actions that 
are inconsistent with a Biblical ethic of loving one's neighbor."

I'm on overtures, and would love to receive advice from those of you more knowledgeable than I!

Geoff 

Jack
<jack@churchplantingnetwork.org>

Jun 22, 2021, 9:05:54 PM






to servenator, kevinjtwit, pastor.tim.lecroy, brad, hjin29, larry.c.hoop, james, James Kessler

My very dear brothers in the Lord...  I'm so glad we are having this conversations as a mixed 
Walsh/Cuban Dad who has adopted 5 family members which includes twin Chinese daughters now 
in there 50's with children and live in the USA as citizens.  Also I have brought into the PCA a local 
Korean Church plus the Lord allowed me to serve on MNA GA for over 20+ years.  Been a mentor to
many Church Planting and support ministries.  Enough about me... it all about you and empowering 
you as to how God will use you to make a good (PCA) stand for as a group.

So my words of wisdom to you is make it God honoring, humble and strong in your faith as to how 
God told us to act in the Scriptures, so that the world will see we have His truth.  I'm proud to read 
and understand your feelings and what I love about the PCA is it is a process of ideas, tested 
against the Scriptures so God gets His will done through us sinful men.



Keep it up my dear brothers.  Love you guys in Christ.

Jack   

refandrev
<refandrev@gmail.com>

Jun 22, 2021, 9:05:54 PM






to hjin29, larry.c.hoop, james, NP

Hansoo, thank you for informing us of your perspective.  I too mourn that you have experienced any
of these things, especially among PCA Elders at the General Assembly.  Thank you for your 
graciousness.  May the Lord guide all of us as to what will best serve to change our 
church culture for the better, the good of Christ's Church, and our gospel witness before a watching 
world. -- Walt

sseaton
<sseaton@emmanuelarlington.org>

Jun 24, 2021, 12:40:12 PM






to hjin29, larry.c.hoop, james, NP, refandrev

Hansoon and friends: 

About a third of our church, staff and leadership is Asian American, and from them, I’ve heard 
several stories that confirm the need and value of these overtures. On top of that, I’ve also heard 



many accounts of treating Asian American pastors being treated as second class, at GA and 
elsewhere. So if there’s anything I can do to help, please let me know. 

Have you considered picking one of the overtures to rally support behind, addressing that one first in
Overtures, and the other two being answered in reference to that one? That approach was 
essentially what happened with the racial reconciliation overtures. 

FWIW, I really like Overture 48 from Korean Capital Presbytery (so well done, Hansoo!). The fact 
that it’s from a Korean presbytery, and is in both English and Korean, is powerful. Further, it’s more 
pointed than the others, and doesn’t raise the implication of erecting a study committee. So 
personally, I’d love to see support galvanized around this one. 

grace, 
Scott Seaton

A note on NP confidentiality
22 views
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james
<james@newcityhilliard.org>

unread,

Jun 23, 2021, 6:27:17 PM






to NP

Dear friends,
I feel a responsibility to let our group know that I no longer have a reasonable expectation of 
confidentiality in this group. You’ll notice I haven’t included the confidentiality notice atop the email. 
The reason is that our last overtures advice email was shared by one of us with TE Todd Pruitt and 



TE Chuck Williams. Both of whom decided to share that email within a FB group of PCA pastors 
which numbers more than 500. I can only assume the email was shared even more broadly.

Now, I have said it before and I’ll say it again: the intent of confidentiality was always to protect those
of you who felt you could not be as forthcoming in larger groups. I’ve always wanted the NP to be a 
place where you can seek advice with confidence that your questions weren’t being used to fuel blog
posts. The lack of confidentiality makes no difference in what I share with you. Emails will say pretty 
much what they would have said. But for those of you nervous about emails to the group, please 
know that you are welcome to reply only to me and I’ll do my best to respond as I’m able. Looking 
forward to seeing you all next week. Praying for a God-glorifying five days in STL.

Grateful for all of you,
JK

pastor.tim.lecroy
<pastor.tim.lecroy@gmail.com>

unread,

Jun 25, 2021, 11:00:18 PM






to james, NP

I was going to hold my tongue on this, but I just can't. I think this is terrible. Just terrible. I just can't 
fathom anyone with such a complete lack of honor as to betray confidence. I don't care if it's friend or
foe, I was raised to keep faith. 

James has always made it clear that this wasn't a voting bloc. That everyone was free to disagree 
and vote our conscience. That the purpose of this group was to resource one another and 
encourage one another to be involved in the courts of the church. 

We've always been about privacy here. Not secrecy, privacy. And why should we have privacy? Let 
me tell you why. Just today slander from a white supremacist website was spread about me in a PCA
Facebook group because I dared to set the record straight about some of the untruths being said 
about the PCA and homosexuality. And it's not the first time it's happened to me. 



So yeah, I think it's completely dishonorable whoever did it, and you ought to write to James and ask
to be taken off this list. I'm sure he will do it without spreading your name because he is a man of 
honor. 

Tim

NP NOTE: Wednesday GA preview
3 views
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james
<james@newcityhilliard.org>

unread,

Jun 30, 2021, 9:39:46 AM (9 days ago) 






to NP

{This communication is not to be shared without permission from the sender}

Hello friends, some preview material for today's assembly. 

RPR report advice. We have a report for TODAY at 11a. Advice regarding that report is below.

 

Things to expect today:

1. RPR report advice. There is an important item regarding Calvary Presbytery's response to the 
committee citing the presbytery for forbidding a man to teach exceptions to the standards that are 
judged not hostile to the system of doctrine. This report is slated for 11am. Be there and ready to vote. 

2. Overtures committee revised advice. This is following the work of the OC and can be a help when the 
OC report comes Thursday.



3. Nominating Committee advice. Following the NC close of nominations we will send out a guide for 
those of you not always familiar with the candidates. In some cases we may not have a recommendation,
but in others there may be a candidate whose experience and views would align more clearly with a 
healthy PCA. Thankfully in all those cases both men will be brothers in Christ and worthy of honor. 

Today's calendar:

Wednesday (6/30)

11a: Review of Presbytery Records Report. (The issue of allowing pastors to teach their 
exceptions to the standards will come to the floor here)

1.45p: Scheduled report of the Ad Interim Committee on Human Sexuality

3p: Scheduled report of the Ad Interim Committee on Domestic Violence

5p: Worship service

7p: The Fellowship Gathering at Covenant Seminary (Mike Khandjian’s Fellowship group has a 
yearly dinner open to all)

See you at 11am. RPR email coming after this one. 

NP NOTE: RPR report advice.
6 views
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james
<james@newcityhilliard.org>

unread,

Jun 30, 2021, 9:54:34 AM (9 days ago) 






to NP

{This email is not to be shared without permission from the sender}



Friends,

I asked an RPR expert, Tim Lecroy, to give an overview of the action on the RPR report slated 
for 11a     today. My own view is in line with the RPR. While we must take care to not spread teaching 
hostile to our system of doctrine as ruled by our presbyteries, the PCA is not a denomination that 
forbids the teaching of all differences with the standards. 

_________

There is one minority report for Calvary and I suspect that NW Georgia will be pulled out of the 
omnibus for the same issue.

RPR Report

There will be at least one and possibly two recommendations of the RPR report that will receive 
debate this morning. The first one will be the recommendation for Calvary Presbytery. The 
underlying issue is that the Presbytery put a total ban on a man teaching his views on his stated 
difference to the Westminster Standards even though they ruled that the difference was not out of 
accord with our system of doctrine. This violates BCO Preliminary Principle 7, which states that "no 
church judiciary may make laws to bind the conscience." The 46th GA in 2018 ruled that this action 
by Calvary Presbytery was an exception of substance, meaning that their action was contrary to the 
constitution of the PCA.

 Calvary came back to the GA in 2019 with a response that basically said, "no, the GA is wrong 
about that." In 2019 the 27th GA ruled again that Calvary Presbytery had interpreted the constitution 
of the church wrongly and their response was unacceptable. In 2020, Calvary presbytery sent back 
the same exact response as 2019, saying again that the GA was wrong. This year the RPR is 
recommending that the matter be referred to the SJC for final disposition per RAO 16-10.c. The 
basic reason behind this is because, while the GA has authority to interpret the constitution in 
General Review and Control, it does not currently have the ability to bring the matter to final 
disposition. The SJC does have that authority, as delegated to it by the GA. Thus instead of 
continuing this back and forth between the GA and Calvary Presbytery, the RPR is recommending 
the matter be referred to the SJC. The vote on RPR was 36-9-0. There will be a minority report.

The issue for NW Georgia is almost identical, if that one gets pulled out of the omnibus.

--

Rev. Dr. Timothy R. LeCroy



Revised Overture advice
4 views
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james
<james@newcityhilliard.org>

unread,

Jul 1, 2021, 9:43:27 AM (8 days ago) 






to NP

This does not include advice on Overture 23. I will send that separately. 

























































NP: nominating committee advice.
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james
<james@newcityhilliard.org>

unread,

Jul 1, 2021, 10:50:11 AM (8 days ago) 








to NP

{This information is intended to remain private and should not be shared without permission from the sender}

A quick note: the NP does not whip or coerce votes. We know we may disagree on these recommendations, but for those 
who may be unaware of the different candidates, I hope this is helpful. 
In these recommendations, there is preference given to geographical representation and age of candidates. Our goal is to 
see a wide representation of Presbyteries as well as younger men serve on committees. 

AC // Class of 2025 // TE
Roger Collins, Mississippi Valley
Rod Mays, Calvary *****

Given his extensive experience in the PCA with RUF as well as service on the Admin Committee – Rod Mays is the 
preferred candidate.

AC // Class of 2025 // TE
Steve Jeantet, Suncoast
Randy Lovelace, Chesapeake

Both men have served and would serve the committee well. No recommendation.

CCB // Class of 2025 // TE
Scott Phillips, Mississippi Valley
Robert Browning, Covenant *****

Robert Browning has more experience with CCB, has previously served well, and is from a Presbytery with less 
representation.

Covenant College // Class of 2025 
TE Alexander Brown, Savannah River
RE Don Mellott, Pacific Northwest
TE Caleb Nelson, Rocky Mountain
TE Scott Seaton, Potomac *****

Scott Seaton has worked in the PCA across a wide range of ministries and settings. He understands how to work as part of 
a board and to labor for institutional health. 

Covenant Seminary // Class of 2025
TE Brian Cosby, Tennessee
TE David Richter, Nashville *****

David Richter is the preferred choice here for his strategic leadership ability as well as his organizational labor. 

Covenant Seminary // Class of 2025
TE Will Hesterberg, Illiana
TE Clay Holland, Houston Metro *****
RE Scott Shidemantle, Ascension

Clay Holland is currently a member of the advisory board; has labored to support and shape the institution and would be a 
valuable addition.

Interchurch Relations // Class of 2023 // RE
James Isbell, Tennessee Valley
Randy Stair, Metro Atlanta *****
Randy Stair is the far more experienced churchman and would provide helpful leadership to the ICR committee.

Interchurch Relations // Class of 2024 // TE
Richard Phillips, Calvary
Roy Taylor, Georgia Foothills *****



Roy Taylor. No further explanation required.

Interchurch Relations // Alternate // RE
Dennis Watts, Mississippi Valley
Bevan Houston, Hills and Plains

MNA // Alternate // TE
Matthew Bradley, Nashville
Hunter Brewer, Covenant
Ronnie Garcia, Rocky Mountain
Hansoo Jin, Korean Capital
Scott Levy, Hills and Plains (disqualified – he is a ruling elder)
Hung Troung, Metro Atlanta

A number of great candidates here. Personally, knowing both Garcia and Jin makes me very excited about either of them 
participating in the mission of MNA

RUF // Alternate // TE
Wallace Tinsley, Fellowship
Jack Howell, Tidewater *****

Jack Howell served RUF previously and did a fantastic job.

SJC // Class of 2025 // RE
James Eggert, Southwest Florida
Steve Dowling, SE Alabama
Clark Hammond, Evangel
Alexander Jun, Korean SW Orange Co *****
Robert Mattes, Potomac (likely disqualified with David Coffin running unopposed)
David Walters, Low Country

Alex Jun would bring both experience and perspective to the SJC in the face of complex issues this year and in the years 
ahead.

TEC // Class of 2024 // RE
Walter Leveille, Evangel
Joshua Torrey, South Texas

Vote awareness
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james
<james@newcityhilliard.org>

unread,

Jul 1, 2021, 9:34:03 AM (8 days ago) 








to NP

Hey friends, 

Please do your best to be on the floor for the 9.30a session right now. There will be a vote to extend 
funding to the AIC on abuse that is desperately needed. I'd encourage you to vote yes on this but 
they need 2/3 to make it happen. Please step in and join if you are able.

JK

james
<james@newcityhilliard.org>

unread,

Jul 1, 2021, 11:02:09 AM (8 days ago) 






to NP

Hey friends,
The Nominating Committee is now. An important time to vote.

My thoughts on O23
22 views



james
<james@newcityhilliard.org>

Jul 1, 2021, 1:21:27 PM (8 days ago) 








to NP

{This communication is private and is not to be shared without the permission of the sender}

Friends,

As we enter into the latter parts of Thursday's assembly we will begin debating the human sexuality 
overtures. I wanted to give my rationale for my support of Overture 23 as things currently stand. I 
have watched many of you cautioning against the adoption of the overture, and have had several 
conversations along these lines. I've tried to pay close attention to your arguments to see if there are
places the Lord might be persuading me differently. So far, this is where I come out on the issue:

The language:

Officers in the Presbyterian Church in America must be above reproach in their walk and Christlike in their character. 
Those who profess an identity (such as, but not limited to, “gay Christian,” “homosexual Christian,” same sex 
attracted Christian,” or like term) that undermines or contradicts their identity as new creations in Christ, or deny the 
sinfulness of fallen desires (such as, but not limited to, same sex attraction), or deny the reality and hope of 
progressive sanctification, or fail to pursue Spirit-empowered victory over their sinful temptations, inclinations, and 
actions are not qualified for ordained office.

(1) My greatest concern at the moment is that there is no specific language to which a SSA minister 
can point in our BCO that protects them from non-ordination or dismissal based on sharing their 
story of SSA. This overture provides for a qualified support of identification language, by defining the
identification language that is not appropriate. It would be the now-enumerated right of someone with
SSA to ordination in the PCA if their self-identification does not prevent them from assenting to the 
orthdox views of sanctification. 

(2) The troubling "reputation" language of the original overture, combined with the vagueness of 
"identity" language, are the horns on which we currently hang our SSA brothers in the ordination 
process. It's what we are doing now. This overture allows us to bypass that conversation entirely. 
Reputation is not listed here, and self-profession is defined not by some kind of clumsy biblicism but 
by our confessional standards on the doctrine of sanctification.

(3) The overture provides process for the ordinand who is unlawfully prevented from ordination due 
to self-identification or other terminology. They have a specific provision to cite and a means to 
appeal. 

Many of you have talked about how this all reads to our friends who struggle with this sort of sexual 
brokenness, that it elevates their sexual brokenness above our own, breaking our fidelity to the 
doctrines of grace. I can certainly understand that. Furthermore I find myself nodding vigorously 
every time our friends tell us that these discussions are never to or for them. It's incredibly uncaring, 
the process we've undertaken. I agree. I intend to make that clear in my floor speech. 



It is my recognition of the kind of suffering some of you, and your friends, have encountered in the 
courts of the denomination that compel me to try and begin to put a stop to it. Simply voting them all 
down I do not believe will accomplish much of note. We will all go home and many of us will be 
distracted again with ministry and everyday life, while those of you struggling through witch-hunts 
due to your self-profession will have to fight with a much smaller posse, the fight you've been fighting
all along. I can't stand to leave things there, if I can help it.

I'm open to counter-arguments, and I know acutely that my current position on this is a 
disappointment to quite a few of you. Forgive me if I haven't listened well, or if you feel I've 
dismissed you in any way. If I'm wrong, extend to me the grace of being wrong too, from time to time.
Hopefully God will grant us wisdom beyond Solomon for the discussion to come. 

travis
<travis@graceandpeacepgh.org>

Jul 1, 2021, 2:05:23 PM (8 days ago) 






to james, NP

James, 

I appreciate your thoughts and actually agree with the heart of what you've written. However, I offer 
thhe following counter-arguments: 

The language:
Officers in the Presbyterian Church in America must be above reproach in their walk and Christlike in their character. 
Those who profess an identity (such as, but not limited to, “gay Christian,” “homosexual Christian,” same sex 
attracted Christian,” or like term) that undermines or contradicts their identity as new creations in Christ, or deny the 
sinfulness of fallen desires (such as, but not limited to, same sex attraction), or deny the reality and hope of 
progressive sanctification, or fail to pursue Spirit-empowered victory over their sinful temptations, inclinations, and 
actions are not qualified for ordained office.

(1) My greatest concern at the moment is that there is no specific language to which a SSA minister 
can point in our BCO that protects them from non-ordination or dismissal based on sharing their 
story of SSA. This overture provides for a qualified support of identification language, by defining the
identification language that is not appropriate. It would be the now-enumerated right of someone with
SSA to ordination in the PCA if their self-identification does not prevent them from assenting to the 
orthdox views of sanctification. 
While I understand this is the hope of those supporting the current version of 23, I do not believe 
it is reality. The language of this version isn't significantly different or clear from what we have 
now in our system. The language of this amended version could be used to describe current 
ordained ministers; and yet this same language is also used by the opponents and slanderers of 



those men to deny their ordainability. The fundamentalists will say that anyone suggesting that 
their homosexual attractions will likely persist throughout their life are denying the power of the 
Holy Spirit to progress them in sanctification or victory. They have a rigid, narrow, and 
inflexible understanding of what they believe would qualify a man to say he isn't undermining or
contradicting his identity in Christ or his progressive sanctification. This overture does nothing to
push back against that interpretation but will in fact allow them to use the amended language to 
disqualify men. 

(2) The troubling "reputation" language of the original overture, combined with the vagueness of 
"identity" language, are the horns on which we currently hang our SSA brothers in the ordination 
process. It's what we are doing now. This overture allows us to bypass that conversation entirely. 
Reputation is not listed here, and self-profession is defined not by some kind of clumsy biblicism but 
by our confessional standards on the doctrine of sanctification.
Agree that the removal of the reputation language is something to celebrate. 

(3) The overture provides process for the ordinand who is unlawfully prevented from ordination due 
to self-identification or other terminology. They have a specific provision to cite and a means to 
appeal. 
That is something of a hollow concession since an ordinand already had that process. The reality 
on the ground is that this overture will be interpreted as reason for those potential ordindands not
to pursue ordination in the PCA. 

It is my recognition of the kind of suffering some of you, and your friends, have encountered in the 
courts of the denomination that compel me to try and begin to put a stop to it. Simply voting them all 
down I do not believe will accomplish much of note. We will all go home and many of us will be 
distracted again with ministry and everyday life, while those of you struggling through witch-hunts 
due to your self-profession will have to fight with a much smaller posse, the fight you've been fighting
all along. I can't stand to leave things there, if I can help it.
Really appreciate your heart and sentiment here James. However, this attempt to "begin" seems 
to me to be another half-measure seeking to compromise and find common ground with men 
who have no true desire to compromise or find common ground. They will take every inch we 
give them and then keep coming at us and trying to push us out. Our good will has been used 
against us for years. This will not stop now. They have hammered us three years in a row, all 
while we try to play nice and meet in the middle. I wish we had let the clear and ugly original 
overture to go through so we could have at least said - Here we are. Do you want this 
fundamentalism or do you want a gracious orthodoxy? This amended language will calm the 
middle down and allow them to allow more attacks by the fundamentalists.

Appreciate all of you who served on OC. I know you had an uphill, and in many ways 
unwinnable battle. I respect those of you who disagree with me on this issue.  

--
Travis Scott 

sseaton



<sseaton@emmanuelarlington.org>

Jul 1, 2021, 2:19:02 PM (8 days ago) 






to james, NP

Question: If I read it correctly, the “known by reputation” language is in Overture 37 (not Overture 
23), and remains there in what OC  recommends. 

Is the hope to approve OC23 and vote down O37? 

Either way, given the current voting trends, I’m not hopeful any of these overtures will be defeated. 

grace, 
Scott Seaton

james
<james@newcityhilliard.org>

Jul 1, 2021, 2:19:54 PM (8 days ago) 






to sseaton, NP

Yes Scott, correct. 

james
<james@newcityhilliard.org>

Jul 1, 2021, 2:20:09 PM (8 days ago) 








to travis, NP

Appreciate your thoughts Travis. 

binion.robert.e
<binion.robert.e@gmail.com>

Jul 1, 2021, 2:23:18 PM (8 days ago) 






to james, travis, NP

Having sat on OC, I concur with Travis about how the fundamentalists types will attempt to use the 
language in the current version of 23. I understand that could be rejected at the SJC level but do we 
really want men to have to go through that?

I plan to vote no on 23. 

dcassidy3817
<dcassidy3817@gmail.com>

Jul 1, 2021, 2:34:05 PM (8 days ago) 






to james, travis, NP



37 is the monster that has to be defeated. Support that minority report. 

David Cassidy Sent from my iPhone

Final Note
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Jul 2, 2021, 8:34:46 AM (7 days ago) 






to NP

{This communication is private, it is not to be shared without permission from the sender}

Dear friends,

Not the assembly I'd hoped for! But I find myself grateful for how many of you shared my 
disappointment; not that I was grateful for your discouragement, but that I wasn't alone in it. Years 
ago, when I was attending my first assemblies as a commissioner, I remember that some of the 
same arguments with which I disagreed tonight, were made at the microphones. But the difference 
between then and now was the fact that now there are far more replies to those speeches. 

The denomination is sharply divided, and at this assembly the side representing our views was 
significantly outnumbered. We will have to take that to heart and consider what it means for the next 
years. There will be conversations in the weeks and months ahead about how we best steward our 
place in this denomination. But for now I just wanted to thank you all for working together, and for 
stepping into the gap when it was needed on committee reports, microphones, bottles of bourbon 
and cigars. I'm tired, you're tired, but no one's defeated. Perhaps the next way you'll move things 
forward is on the floor of your presbyteries as you lead debate on overtures we passed. Or maybe 
it's time for your presbytery to bring something to the Birmingham assembly that moves us in a 



healthier direction. It may be the ideal moment to not only react to the year's polity for three days in 
June, but to lead it. I'll gladly be your second. 

I'll see you in June, if not in February at Beautiful Orthodoxy. 

NP Fwd: Encouragement
5 views

james
<james@newcityhilliard.org>
Jul 3, 2021, 8:25:22 AM (6 days ago) 





to NP

Thought this was great and wanted you all to see it in case you aren’t on Mike’s email list. He gave 
me permission to share it. 

Begin forwarded message:

From: Mike Khandjian <mi...@chapelgate.org>
Date: July 3, 2021 at 8:35:20 AM EDT
To: ja...@newcityhilliard.org
Subject: Encouragement
Reply-To: Mike Khandjian <mi...@chapelgate.org>





https://groups.google.com/
https://groups.google.com/
https://groups.google.com/


2. Good reasons for not being a part of the NP:

(a) You like being in the know, but you don’t really agree with what you have seen of the NP’s 
agenda. 

(b) Your conscience is telling you that you don’t need to be involved at this level. You’re too 
tribal/political as it is and struggle with loving those with whom you disagree in denominational 
matters. 

3. Good reasons to stay in the NP:

(a) You want to participate in the effort to shape a denomination worth having (My explanation of 
this: https://morsekarl.com/writing/the-pca-worth-having)

(b) You’ve realized that the only way to have that denomination is to join in doing the work with 
others. 

4. Choosing to stay connected means

(a) Participating in denominational and presbytery work.

(b) You’re promising to maintain confidentiality. You will not share emails without permission. You’re 
free to talk about your involvement but respect the rights of others to keep theirs confidential. 

This next year will involve a lot more of you making the NP more effective and helpful in our work. 
I’m looking forward to it. Hope you’ll be with us!

drew
<drew@redeemerwinterhaven.org>

unread,

Jul 8, 2021, 3:22:23 PM (yesterday) 






to james, NP

James, I would like to continue to be a part of the National Partnership. I am committed to working 
towards a PCA worth having. I serve on a CoC at each GA. I also serve as the chairmen of the RUF 

https://mailchi.mp/c97d65ad3b07/encouragement?e=13977c6d5a


committee of the Southwest Florida Presbytery and I am the Director of the Florida Church Planting 
Network (FCPN). I introduced myself to you at GA briefly. I recruited Heath to join us here in Florida. 
… This work matters to me greatly. 

Thanks for your effort

Drew Bennett



https://morsekarl.com/writing/the-pca-worth-having
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